
 

Parent & Child Discussion Questions

 by Katherine Applegate is the inspiring story of a community coming  
together to welcome people who are different from them. It tackles timely themes such as acceptance  

and inclusivity, making it the perfect novel for parents and children to read and discuss together.

LOOK AT THE TEXT TOGETHER

1. Discuss Red’s comment: “Making others feel safe is a fine way to spend your days” (p. 26).  
How does the tree make others feel safe? What can you do to make others feel safe in your community? 

2. Red compares the neighborhood to a garden, “wild and tangled and colorful” (p. 54). Why does the tree compare 
the people in the area to a garden? Why is the neighborhood not welcoming to Samar’s family?

3. Consider Red’s statement: “Friendship doesn’t have to be hard . . . Sometimes we let the world make it hard”  
(p. 126). Why is it hard for Samar and Stephen to become friends? What qualities do you look for in a friend? 
What does it mean to be a friend? 

4. Discuss Red’s statement: “I wanted to make a difference, just a little difference, before I left this lovely world”  
(p. 126). What difference does Red make by talking to Stephen and Samar? 

5. Discuss Stephen’s comment: “My parents aren’t bad people. They’re just . . . afraid of things” (p. 125).  
What do you think you can do to make a difference in this world? 

DISCUSS THE THEMES

6. How can traditions, like Wishing Day, help people make  
connections and build communities? What are some traditions 
in your neighborhood that bring people together?

7. What similarities do you see between the community of animals 
and Samar’s neighborhood? 

8.	 Wishtree discusses many difficult topics, including prejudice 
and inclusivity. How do these themes translate to issues in our 
current society?

9. Red has been in the neighborhood for generations and has seen 
the community change over time. What kinds of changes have 
you seen in your community throughout your life? And what 
kinds of changes would you like to see in the future?

10. When Samar’s family moves in, not everyone is welcoming. 
Some feel afraid, which makes them do mean things, such as 
when the boy carves “LEAVE” into the tree. What can you do in 
your community to overcome those fears and help welcome all? 
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